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THE RESEARCHER
Issue 13 (December 2013)

Newsletter of the Special Interest Groups of ANZAM and BAM, and Strategic Interest Group of EURAM

A merry Christmas to all readers of ‘The Researcher’

With best wishes for a happy, healthy and successful 2014.

Gail (Clarkson),Newsletter Editor
g.clarkson@lubs.leeds.ac.uk
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BAM NEWS

Election of Research Methodology SIG Chairperson
Following the recent election for our SIG Chairperson, I can report that Bill Lee has been elected to serve as chairperson.
Bill received 88.7% of the first preference votes. Hatem El-Gohary polled 13% of these votes and Lez Rayman-Bacchus
polled 6.3% of these votes. 72 SIG members voted.

I would like to thank colleagues in the SIG for voting and the candidates for putting themselves forward for office.
Mark Saunders, SIG Acting Returning Officer

Social Media Information
Viktor Dorfler and Marc Stierand have developed a (super) “Google plus” social media facility for BAM SIG members. 
Viktor and Marc also agreed to act as moderators of the group. Please check out:

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/BAMresearchmethodology/
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=5163308
Twitter: #BAMResearchMethodology

EURAM NEWS

Stefano Armenia, one of the Track Chairs of the Research Methods & Research Practice track at EURAM, has created a
mailing list to enable all of the SIG/Track people to keep in touch on a regular basis and to communicate more easily –
using just a single email address (rmrp-sig@googlegroups.com). This means that every time each of us will have some
important communication or advertisement to circulate to all of the SIG/Track people –who have accepted the invitation
to be included into the mailing list - won't need to add all the email addresses by hand, rather will just need to remember
the above email address and send the desired communication, which will automatically reach all.

So please answer Stefano's e-mail invitation to become part of the SIG e-mail distribution list as it will enable us all to
keep in touch more easily.
armenias@mac.com

WHAT’S ON

Teaching Research Methods in Business and Management
10 January 2014
The University of Sheffield, UK is hosting an HEA-sponsored event
Speakers will include Richard Atfield, Alan Bryman, Catherine Cassell, Jeremy Dawson, John Kawalek, Jonathon Leape
and Mark Saunders.
For full details and to register, please go to the following link:
http://www.heacademy.ac.uk/events/detail/2014/Seminars/Social_Sciences/GEN819_sheffield
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9th Annual Teaching Research Methods to Business and Management Students Workshop
'Teaching students the practicalities of doing qualitative research'
25 March 2014, 9 30am –4 00pm
Newcastle University Business School, 5 Barrack Road, Newcastle upon Tyne, Tyne and Wear NE1 4SE, UK

Academics from Newcastle University Business School will explore some pertinent issues in teaching business and
management students the practicalities of doing qualitative research. The workshop will provide the opportunity for
discussion and the exchange of knowledge and experience.

Speakers and topics include:
Kathryn Haynes: “Voice, representation and reflexivity in qualitative research”
Stefanie Reissner: “Co-constructing knowledge in qualitative interviewing”
Tyrone Pitsis: “But I didn’t know… Things you should probably know about research ethics”
Rob Wilson and Paul Richter: “Teaching young pups old tricks in new ways”

The workshop will provide the opportunity for discussion and the exchange of knowledge and experience. The workshop
fee is £25 for BAM members, and booking is via the BAM events webpage.

For questions about the workshop programme, please contact the organiser Stefanie Reissner on
stefanie.reissner@newcastle.ac.uk
For more information on this event please contact Rukshan Soysa in the BAM Office on +44(0)2073839793, or at
rsoysa@bam.ac.uk

Qualitative Research in Management and Organization Conference
Subjectivity, difference and method
April 15-17, 2014. Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA

Keynote Speakers:
Emily Martin, Professor of Anthropology New York University, USA
Dennis K Mumby, Professor of Organizational Communication University of North Carolina, USA

The aim of QRM 2014 is to explore the significance of subjectivity and difference in researching organizational life
Subjectivity is about being human, not just about being an individual self, but as also embedded in a broader social
world. Philosophers have much to say about human nature and what it means to be both an individual and a social
being. As researchers we also struggle with these issues, from the perspective of how we may capture the complexities
and richness of human life. The two keynote speakers have addressed these thorny issues from different perspectives.
Emily Martin’s work on the social and cultural dimensions of science has been groundbreaking in investigating the 
sociocultural construction of person- or self-hood, body and mind. Her ethnographies blend dogged ethnographic
empiricism and informing perspectives of linguistic philosophy and political economy to generate cultural critique. Dennis
Mumby combines critical and discursive perspectives to examine the ‘complexities and contradictions that characterize 
difference as a fundamental and defining feature of organizational life, and explore the nature of gendered identities in
organizations. He challenges conventional readings by foregrounding relations of power, control and resistance.

The conference will consist of two streams. Stream 1 will focus on exploring how subjectivity and philosophy play through
our research in terms of topics of study, their influence on methodology, and how they may be implicated and as
constitutive of the research experience. Stream 2 will address more general issues relating to methods, voices and
ways of writing qualitative research.

Conference organizers and contact information:
Ann L Cunliffe, University of Leeds, UK, and Karen Locke, College of William and Mary, USA
Conference Email: a.l.cunliffe@leeds.ac.uk (note, submission deadline was December 12)
Website: http://business.leeds.ac.uk/qrm/about-the-conference/

Understanding Market Encounters: Analysing Business “As It Happens” using Observational Data 
7 May 2014, 1 15 –5 30 pm
Newcastle University Business School, 5 Barrack Road, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 4SE, UK

Co-hosted by Newcastle University Business School and The British Academy of Management Research Methodology
Special Interest Group, this half-day workshop brings together researchers who seek to study business using real-time
observation of the social interactions which underpin market and business encounters. Dominant methodologies in
business and management studies – including quantitative methodologies involving statistics, experiments and
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questionnaires and qualitative approaches such as interviews and focus groups –are often far removed from the actual
‘live’ settings in which such activities take place. These methodologies are typically abstracted away from the interactional
processes through which key market moments, such as the decision to buy or invest, or the price of a product or service,
are accomplished. The focus of this workshop is therefore on methodologies for analysing observation of ‘naturally-
occurring’ business interaction –that is, activities which would have occurred with or without the intervention of the
researcher.

Speakers will discuss how they analysed observational data from a range of business and management actors and
settings, including management gurus, entrepreneurs seeking investment, the collection of consumer debts, commodity
trading, customer helplines, customer entrance ticket purchases, product price negotiations, and financial product sales.
Observational data covered includes (a) ethnographic fieldwork, and (b) audio- and video-recordings, or combinations
thereof. The session will cover a range of theories from across multiple social science disciplines, including business and
management studies, communications, linguistics and sociology. Topics and speakers will include:

Nick Llewellyn (Warwick University): “Video analysis of economic transactions in an art gallery and a builder’s merchant”
Jean Clarke and Rowena Viney (Leeds University): “Analysing language and body language in video-recorded
entrepreneurial communication”
Joe Deville (Goldsmiths, University of London): “Learning from the debt collector: What observing consumer collections
reveal about markets”
Alan Firth (Newcastle University): “Analysing audio recordings of business interaction –studies of a consumer helpline
and international commodity price negotiations between traders”
Tim Clark and Pohanath Bhatanacharoen (Durham University): “Video analysis of management guru speaker-audience
interaction”
Zsuzsanna Vargha (Leicester University): “Interactive audit trails: the life of regulatory requirements in wealth
management”

A booking link on the BAM events webpage will be made available early next year

9th Annual Liverpool Symposium on Current Developments in Ethnographic Research in the
Social/Management Sciences
Ethnography and liminality: boundaries, opportunities and living ‘at the edge’  
27-29 August, 2014
University Campus Suffolk, Ipswich,UK

Abstracts (up to 750-words), should be submitted to ethnog@liverpool.ac.uk by 7 February 2014
This year’s symposium is dedicated to the idea and different manifestations of the ‘threshold’ (or limen, in Latin). The 
concept of liminality has a long history in anthropology - as a particular time and place where thought and behaviours as
well as values and social action are questioned whilst the structure of society or culture one belongs to is ‘suspended’. 
This resonates with ethnographers often finding they are treading into the unknown, the little observed worlds that
occupy the fringes of cities, of groups and societies, and of awareness. Living both familiarity and strangeness, as
ethnographers we often experience what it means and feels to walk a space ‘in between’. We find ourselves in dangerous 
places, in uncomfortable situations, and in unknown terrains. Liminal situations may therefore involve uncertainty,
ambiguity, doubts, and fear. Yet, they may also initiate renewal and change.

Contributions might thus reflect upon the main theme in relation to our experience as ethnographers, the others who we
study, and the emerging situation. They might focus on the anthropological home of the methods we use in entering the
unknown; how we grasp its possibilities and cope with its limitations. Or they might tell us about the period and historical
context in which specific practices and experiences arise and may be ‘undone’.  We particularly welcome papers 
examining practices and experiences of ethnographers, individuals, groups, organisations and societies when dealing with
‘threshold experiences’ such as during the construction and dissolution of boundaries, the demarcating of identities and 
territories, the developing of opportunity, the acceptance and rejection of loss and gain, the resistance to change, the
development of new visions and possibilities, the ‘testing of waters’ and experimentation needed at personal and 
professional junctures in ethnographic projects. In keeping with past Symposia, the theme of the 9th Symposium is
deliberately broad, inviting contributions from researchers in a variety of fields.

For academic queries please contact Manuela Nocker mnocker@essex.ac.uk or Mike Rowe mikerowe@liverpool.ac.uk
For non-academic matters contact Katie Neary ulmsents@liv.ac.uk
Queries about the venue should be directed to Gwenda Palmer g.palmer@ucs.ac.uk

All information will be regularly updated on www.liv.ac.uk/ethnography.
Follow Us on Twitter: @Ethnography_LK #ethsym14
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EURAM CONFERENCE 2014
June 4-7, University of Valencia, Spain
Conference Theme - Waves and Winds of Strategic Leadership for Sustainable Competitiveness
Deadline for paper submission: 16 Jan 2014 2:00 pm GMT +1

Topics sponsored by the ‘Research Methods and Research Practice’ SIG:

1. Research Methods & Research Practice - General Track

Against a backdrop of crisis in a broad sense, EURAM2014 considers the means of creating and maintaining a
sustainable and competitive socio-economic system. The Research Methods and Research Practice (RM&RP)
general track invite papers on any aspect of research methods and research practice that can help to generate
the knowledge required to help resolve that crisis. Papers on how academic business and management
researchers can engage with the full range of internal and external stakeholders –particularly those who are
often not provided with a voice –when generating such knowledge will be particularly welcome.

2. Novel Approaches to Organizational Project Management Research

While some of you may not be researching in the project management field you may have good ideas or
suggestions for researchers in this field to explore new ideas and improve their research and Nathalie Drouin,
Ralf Müller and Shankar Sankaran would like to invite you to submit a paper on this topic the aim of which is to
motivate project management researchers to become more innovative in their research approaches, and to
connect with the broader currents of social science in relevant fields such as organization theory. Outside the
specific field there is a great deal that can usefully be imported, transformed and translated so that it is fit for
project management research purposes. More trans-disciplinary, translational and transformational approaches
for conducting project related research are required. The proposed topic encompasses reflections on fundamental
questions underlying any research, such as the type of knowledge sought and its epistemological and ontological
assumptions

3. Evolutionary Approaches in Business & Management Research
From so simple a beginning endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are being,
evolved’.  In these closing lines of the Origin of the Species, Darwin wonders at the force of evolution in biology,
while at the same time putting forward the tantalising possibility that evolutionary forces might be at work in
other domains of study. In light of the challenges facing us in the 21st century, this call invites submissions from
researchers interested in exploring the broad nature of evolution and complexity, and how the associated
methodologies might be used in business and management research.

Find out more at http://www.euram-online.org/conference/2014/

BAM CONFERENCE 2014
June 9-11, Belfast Waterfront, Northern Ireland
Hosted by the University of Ulster Business School
Conference Theme - The Role of the Business School in Supporting Economic and Social Development
Deadline for submission February 26 2014

A vast array of methods and methodological approaches are used in management research. The aim of this track is to
reflect this diversity so papers are welcome in all aspects of research methodology. The overall aim is to be critical and
reflexive with regard to the techniques and methodologies we use within the management research field.

Find more details on the event at: www.bam.ac.uk/bam2014

SOS
L FOR PAPER
Qualitative Research in Organization and Management (QROM)

Stefanie Reissner has recently taken over book editorship at QROM and would like to build a pool of book reviewers.
Writing a book review is an ideal way for doctoral students and early career researchers to engage with the pertinent
discussions in their field of study. If you are interested in doing an occasional book review for the journal (regardless of
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where you are in your career), please email Stefanie, stating up to five key words that describe your expertise and
research interests.

It would be great to have you on board!
stefanie.reissner@newcastle.a1c.uk

Recruitment to Reviewer Panel

Would you being willing to assist in the reviewing process for a journal Special Issue which I, and two
others, are currently editing? It is entitled “Celebrating Entrepreneurial & Small Firm research  embracing qualitative
research philosophies and methods”, for the International Journal of Entrepreneurial Behaviour & Research (IJEBR) -
which has a unique focus on publishing original research related to the human and social dynamics of entrepreneurship,
and entrepreneurial management in small and growing organizations? The Journal has an international perspective on
entrepreneurship and publishes conceptual papers and empirical studies which bring together issues of interest to
academic researchers and educators, policy-makers and practitioners worldwide. The editorial team encourages high-
quality submissions which advance the study of human and behavioural dimensions of entrepreneurship and smaller
organizations.

We are looking for a panel of (approximately) ten individuals to review these submissions. Please note no reviewer will
have any more than one review allocated to them. I do understand we are all very busy and appreciate any help which
may be forthcoming. The SI we hope, will make a serious impact and contribution to the field in terms of methodological
development. If you have any colleagues who might also be interested in reviewing for this SI, please feel free to
forward this communication to them.

David Higgins
d.higgins@hud.ac.uk

Conceptions of Statistical Concepts

We are currently undertaking a research study among business and management academics with a special interest in
business research methods and our focus is on major concepts contained in typical undergraduate and graduate courses
in statistics, research methods or quantitative analysis. Whether you consider yourself a quantitative methods person, a
qualitative methods person or a mixed methods person we would like to know, whether you ‘agree’ or ‘disagree’ with 
each of the 30 statements in the accompanying questionnaire. If you do not have an opinion, tick the “don’t know” 
option. This should take about ten minutes to complete and we really would like people with quantitative, qualitative and
mixed methods preferences to take part.

Should you decide to take part, you will be asked to click on the answer which most closely matches your views for each
of the statements about descriptive statistics, design strategies (sampling, reliability and validity) and hypothesis testing.
If you wish to add further comments, you will be able to do so in the space provided at the end of the questionnaire. If
you decide to take part, you are still free to withdraw at any time without giving a reason. If you choose to withdraw
your answers will not be saved.

All information you provide will be treated in the strictest confidence and your identity cannot be linked to your answers.
You will not be asked to identify yourself or provide detailed demographic information that could enable you to be
identified.

The answers from your questionnaire and those from others will be used as data for our research project and to write
academic papers. We hope that you will take part and will find completing the questionnaire interesting and thought
provoking. When you have completed the questionnaire, you will be asked whether you wish to submit your responses.
You will also be given the opportunity to request a summary of the research findings.

To help and take part, please click on the link to the questionnaire https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/N6SS5H6

If you have any questions or would like further information, please do not hesitate to email either of us on

mark.saunders@surrey.ac.uk or frank.bezzina@um.edu.mt.
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RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

HAVE A GREAT IDEA FOR AN APP–BUT WHAT NEXT?

Information technology is as much a fashion industry as any other sector and the current season’s fashion is apps. With 
an estimated 60% of UK mobile phone users (48% of the population) owning Smartphones capable of running apps and
app stores providing a wealth of apps to download (for example Google Play, the app store for Android apps, currently
holds 900,000 apps with around 50 billion total downloads) there is no denying the current market and appetite for apps.
It is therefore no surprise that many researchers are looking at developing apps to support their research activities. But
where do you start if you have a great idea for an app but no technical skills or experience? The first stage is to qualify
your idea for an app. Can you articulate the idea in a succinct way?

 What will it do?
 Who will use it?
 Where will they use it?
 What benefits will it provide?

Why an app? Does your idea really need to be turned into an app that needs to be installed and run on a mobile device
such as a Smartphone or Tablet? Would a modern web based application be suitable? Web based applications can be
simply accessed from web browsers found on all devices, and modern web application design uses something called
“responsive design” which makes the web application respond to the characteristics of the device viewing it and change 
its layout, appearance and behaviour to suite the device. Has anyone else already created an app for your idea? ( ....
clearly you do not want to ‘reinvent the wheel’. Do some research, using keywords relating to your idea and the words
“app” and “software”. If you find any apps, are they suitable and affordable? If you find an app that does say 80% of
your idea is that good enough?

Decision Point - Do you think your app idea is worth elaborating? If yes, then the next stage is to elaborate the idea.

Storyboard your app idea. Create some simple sketches of how you think the app could look and work. Focus on the
functionality not the aesthetics. Don’t worry about getting all the details right, just concentrate on the zeitgeist of the 
app. So for example you might envisage having a screen in your app that shows the address and telephone numbers of a
research participant, just draw a box and write “participant contact details etc” in it. The storyboard forms a simple 
“paper app” that you can use to sit down with someone and talk them through what the app does and how they would
use it. You will also find that by creating the storyboard it will help develop and refine your original idea. Market test your
paper app. Try your paper app on some potential users. What are their views? Do they understand what the app is for?
Do they see how they would use it? Do they think the app would be useful?

Decision Point - Do you think your elaborated app idea is worth gathering requirements for? If yes, then the next stage
is defining requirements.

Add notes to your storyboard around:

 What data will the app store on the mobile device?
 What data and/or systems will the app access?
 Where are these data and/or systems and who owns/runs them?

You might consider drawing a simple diagram to show what your app would integrate with and the direction of the data
flows.

What platform(s) (core software or operating system) do you want your app to run on? There are three mainstream
choices that account for the majority of the current market:

 iOS (Apple) which is used only on Apple devices such as the iPhone and the iPad
 Android (Google) which is used on a wide range of Smartphone and Tablets, such as Samsung, HTC and Sony
 Windows 8 (Microsoft) which is used on some Smartphones and Tablets, such as Nokia

Apps developed for one platform won’t work on a different platform, so base your choice on the devices of your potential 
app users. Note there are some “cross-platform” development tools that allow you to design and create a generic app 
that will then automatically generate platform specific versions. These tools are suitable for developing relatively simple
apps, but you will probably find them inadequate for developing complex apps. What form factor(s) (physical
characteristics of a device, such as size of screen and input methods) do you want your app to run on? The form factor
will have an influence on how your app needs to be designed, especially the user interface. For mobile devices the two
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most common form factors are Smartphones and Tablets. However new form factors such as Glasses and Smartwatches
are also emerging.

If your app is going to store or process personal identifiable data you will need to consider Data Protection issues and
security issues such as authentication, authorisation, encryption and audit.

How will you publish your app? Will it be a private or public app? If public will it be a free or paid for app? If public what
app stores will it be published on, for example the Apple Store or Google Play?

What will be the development approach to building the app? An agile approach as opposed to a waterfall approach is
recommended. In the waterfall approach months are spent on writing detailed specifications which are then handed over
to the software developers who then spend many more months writing the software, then deliver an app that meets the
specification but which when you start to use it you realise doesn’t do what you want as you got the specification wrong 
in the first place. In contrast agile is more like an ongoing conversation with the software developers during
development. As a customer you get to see and try frequent iterations of the software as it gets developed. However as
an agile customer you must be prepared to commit time and effort to work with the software developers.

How is the app going to be tested? You would expect the software developers to test how their code works internally
(normally called unit testing) and how the app works on devices (normally called system testing). However if the app
integrates with other systems and data this will also need to be tested (normally called integration testing) which will
involve the owners and/or operators of these systems and data. As a customer you will probably also want to have your
own acceptance testing so you can check for yourself that the app works the way it should.

Who is going to develop the app? You might decide you have the software development experience and resources to do
this in-house within your institution. Alternatively you may need to look outside to a software development shop to
develop the app for you or contract in some software developers. If you decide on the latter two options how much will it
cost? This is a difficult question to answer as it depends on the complexity of your app and the capabilities and
experience of the developers. However to give you a benchmark, in 2013 the daily contract rates –at least in the UK - for
an experienced app developer is about £400 so a relatively simple app might take two weeks for design, development
and test which with a single developer is in the order of £4,000. A more complex app will cost significantly more to
develop, think tens of thousands of pounds. If you are going to go down the route of, “son of the Dean who is doing a 
degree in computer science and would do it over the summer for beer and pizza”, then treat this more as developing a
prototype of the app but still bring professional software developers in to turn the prototype into a releasable app.

Who will own the app? Who will own the copyright? If it is going to be a paid app who gets paid? Is it you or the institute
you work for?

Who is going to maintain the app? All released software contains bugs and usually it is just a question of time before they
are discovered by users. Who is going to fix any reported bugs in the app? Who is going to change the app if any of the
data and/or systems it integrates with change?

Who is going to support the app? Although apps are supposed to be simple and intuitive to use there may be some
specific configuration and/or training you will need for your app. Where do users go if they need help?

Decision Point - Do you think your app should now become a project to build and deliver it? If yes, then the next stage
is the formal project.

You are now in software project management land, which in most institutions will include things like:

 Identifying funding and resourcing
 Initiating a project team
 App design, development and testing
 App delivery
 App maintenance and support

There isn’t anything particularly different from standard software development projects just because you are developing
an app and, while taking an idea through to the successful delivery of a working and useful app is not an easy or cheap
process, following the above simple steps can make your life a lot easier and increase your confidence of not wasting
resources on flawed, unpractical or unwanted ideas.

Mike Kelly
mikeakelly@hotmail.com
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FEEDBACK

If you have any comments, news or contributions you would like to make to The Researcher then please email the
Newsletter Editor Gail Clarkson at g.clarkson@lubs.leeds.ac.uk

These may include –but are certainly not restricted to:

 ‘What’s On’ details regarding training events, conferences, calls for papers, and funding opportunities that you 
would like to bring attention to.

 Short book reviews and notable publications for the ‘Book Shelf’
 Those topics you would like to take centre stage as a ‘Focus Point’ feature
 Shining the ‘Spotlight’ on your research or research group
 Taking to the ‘Soapbox’ as a platform for strong opinions or views on a research methodology/method
 'A Day in the Life of...' feature as an opportunity to share lived experiences and provoke identification and

discussion

The deadline for contributions to the next issue of The Researcher is 21 March 2014


